of the reasons why men joined the army because they saw how smart the uniform looked and seemed. Getting to go on a holiday with friends was a reason why men joined the army because they thought that they would get to travel the world and everything would just be fun and games.

How fully
A- answer
R- refer
R- recall

Source B partly describes how conscientious objectors were treated during the war.

Source B states conscientious objectors 'had to face military discipline'. Source B also states 'some were sentenced to death'. Source B states 'special prisons and work camps were opened up'.

Source B fails to mention that some of the conscientious objectors were forced to go and fight in the army anyways. Source B also fails to mention how men were given feathers for not going to war.

Comparison question
M-major statement
M-minor statement
E-evidence
M-minor statement
E-evidence

Sources B and C clearly agree about conscientious objectors.

Sources B and C agree about conscientious objectors being disliked by people

Source B states 'they were hated by the soldiers who thought of them as spineless cowards'. Source C agrees when it states 'having to face contempt of serving men'.

Source B and C agree that conscientious objectors were imprisoned.

Source B states 'suffer continuous imprisonment'. Source C agrees when it states 'they ended up in prison'.

Evaluate the usefulness